



    






    
    
        
            
                
                    Attention Trade Navigator Customers

                

                
                    Holiday Closure

                    In observance of Juneteenth, Trade Navigator will be closed Monday June 20th, 2022. We will return to the office on Tuesday June 21st and resume our normal business hours. This is a US national holiday and the markets will also be closed.
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                    Attention Trade Navigator Customers

                

                
                    CONTACTING SUPPORT

                    We are currently working with our phone provider to improve service.  Please email or contact us via the live chat tool, located on our homepage.  Thank you for your patience and understanding.
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                            Transform Your Portfolio,
Transform Your Life

                            We coach you through achieving your goals.

                            We understand life has it's obstacles, but don't let your investments be one of them. With Trade Navigator, we can get you started on your goals and coach you through them.

                            Start Trading
                        

                    

                

            


            
            
                

                
                    
                        
                            Get Off The Emotional Trading Roller Coaster!

                            With automated profit and stop targets.

                            Tradenavigator automatically allows you to set profit and stop targets. When one side of a bracketed order is triggered, the other side is cancelled and new profit and stop orders are automatically submitted for you. Trading can be tranquil.

                            Start Trading
                        

                        

                    

                

            


        


    

    

    
        
            ALGO TRADING MADE EASIER


            
    
                    
            

    
        
            YOUR IDEAS BECOME ACTUAL TRADES WITH TRADESENSE®

        

        
            No need to hire a programmer. Easily develop trading systems with powerful analytics and decisive inputs that gives you the flexibility to create rules and strategies with custom alerts and automated trading capabilities.

        

    




            
    
                    
            

    
        
            TEST YOUR IDEAS WITH DECADES OF HISTORICAL DATA

        

        
            Know before investing a dime. Back-test your ideas with decades of historical data, plus reliable, fast, real-time streaming quotes. Place simulated trades with live market data using the price ladder and charts, or relive past trading days to test your ideas and strategies with Streaming Replay.

        

    




            
    
                    
            

    
        
            AUTOMATE YOUR STRATEGIES AND ELIMINATE EMOTIONAL MISTAKES

        

        
            Don't let your emotions take over. Define each of your entry and exit rules, automate your trades, and remotely monitor them with alerts and status reports.
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            The Best Technical Tools And Resources, At Your Fingertips

        

        
            
                
                    
                    
                
                Award-Winning
Charting

                The web's most-powerful charts, including real-time intraday data, full-screen charts, auto refresh and more.

            

            
                
                    
                    
                
                Advanced Technical
Scanning

                Instantly find stocks and funds that meet your specific technical criteria with our custom scanning tools.

            

            
                
                    
                    
                
                Custom
Alerts

                Create custom technical alerts and stay ahead of important moves with custom SMS and email notifications.

            

            
                
                    
                    
                
                Preconfigured
Templates

                Access dozens of pre-configured templates to get set-up quickly or create your own templates apply them to individual panels.

            

        


    

    
        
            Trade Navigator is the choice of pro traders & World Cup Trading Champions for 4 years and counting

        


        
            
                
                    
                

                
                    Bob Prechter

                    Elliott Wave International

                    "If you want to follow your markets with a super stock & options charting service for a really reasonable price, check out Trade Navigator"

                

            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Peter Brandt

                    Factor Trading, LLC

                    "The Trade Navigator trading platform has been a crucial component of our proprietary trading operations for nearly 20 years"

                

            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    John Bollinger, CFA, CMT

                    BollingerBands.com

                    "Traders will cheer the versatility and power that Genesis Provides"

                

            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Markus Heitkoetter

                    Rockwell Trading

                    "I have been trading for 22 years. Genesis is the most intuitive package I have seen, and have recommended it to hundreds of traders."

                

            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Andrea Unger

                    4x World Cup Trading Champ

                    "Trade Navigator is an incredible platform, I bought the platinum version immediately after my first demo and I’ve been using it for several years"

                

            

            
                
                    
                

                
                    Brady Preston

                    2x World Cup Trophy Winner

                    "I've been using Trade Navigator for several years, it makes developing systems an unbelievable breeze!"

                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                
            

            
                The Industry Leader Since 1983

                Trade Navigator has been a leader in financial charting innovation for over three decades. You'll find our charts around the web and throughout the financial industry. Our mission is clear: empower individual investors around the globe by delivering the web's most powerful research & analysis tools straight to your screen.

                Try risk free with our 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!

                Start Trading
            

        

    

    
        
            Explore All The Benefits of Trade Navigator Membership.

            Learn more about our award-winning charts, tools and features

        

        
            
                
                More Indicators & Overlays

                Create your own unique, advanced financial charts with as many as indicators & overlays of your choosing with Trade Navigator Gold and Platinum.

            

            
                
                Real-Time Intraday Data

                 Supercharge your charting with real-time intraday data! Add official real-time data for global financial markets on the US exchanges (NYSE / NASDAQ).

            

            
                
                Save & Organize Your Charts

                Annotate your charts with your own analysis and save them to your account for later use in your own customized pages with as many as 30 charts per Page.

            

            
                
                Ad-Free Charting

                Ditch the ads! Enjoy a cleaner, faster, entirely ad-free charting experience when you become a Trade Navigator Member.

            

            
                
                Custom Scans & Alerts

                Instantly find securities that meet your specific criteria! Use our scan engine to run your own advanced scans on over 50,000 symbols and set custom alerts to notify you of key moves.

            

            
                
                1-On-1 Training

                Our 1-On-1 Training  provides you hands on training from our expert team.

            

            
                
                Historical Price Data

                Access the most extensive historical data available of any platform. Create and analyze full-screen financial charts using historical data as far back as 1900 with Trade Navigator Gold and Platinum.
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                        Stay In The Know

                        Don't miss out on another opportunity, subscribe to our mailing list! You'll be the first to
                            know about new products we release, upcoming events, and special promotions.
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                        457 Laurence Dr, Suite 466 · Heath, TX 75032
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                        Disclaimer

                        U.S. Government Required Disclaimer:
                            Stock, options, futures, and Forex trading is not appropriate for everyone. While there is a
                            potential for large rewards, there is also a substantial risk of loss associated with
                            trading. Losses can and will occur. Don't trade with money you can't afford to lose. This is
                            neither a solicitation nor an offer to buy/sell stocks, options, futures, and/or currencies.
                            No system or methodology has ever been developed that can guarantee profits or ensure
                            freedom from losses. No representation or implication is being made that using these
                            methodologies or systems or the information in this message will generate profits or ensure
                            freedom from losses.

                        While our instructors strive to share actual results from their live trading accounts, that
                            may not always be the case, and we are unable to control or verify whether 3rd party sites
                            linked to from this site share actual or simulated results. CFTC Rule 4.41 smartly suggests
                            that you assume the following: Any and all claims of results are based on simulated or
                            hypothetical performance results that have certain inherent limitations. Unlike the results
                            shown in an actual performance record, these results do not represent actual trading. Also,
                            because these trades have not actually been executed, these results may have under-or
                            over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of
                            liquidity. Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in general are also subject to the
                            fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made
                            that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to these being
                            shown.

                        Success Stories, testimonials, and similar statements about success (referred to as a
                            "Success Story" or "Success Stories") are individual experiences by persons who have used
                            our services in some way or other. Although Success Stories are accepted from students and
                            customers in good faith, Genesis has not independently examined the business records of any
                            of the Success Story providers and therefore has not verified any specific figures or
                            results quoted therein. Success Stories may be edited for clarity or brevity. The results
                            indicated in any Success Story are not necessarily representative of the results of those
                            who will use Genesis products or services. These results are not typical, and your income or
                            results, if any, will vary. Most traders don't make anything, or even lose money, usually
                            because they don't put in the necessary work to study and practice, or they quit at the
                            first or second obstacle they see. Your results may be better or worse.

                        From time to time, we may promote, endorse, or suggest products and/or services for sale from
                            another company. Such recommendations are based on a sincere belief that the company,
                            product, and/or service has something of value to offer that can benefit our subscribers. In
                            some cases, we may have an affiliate relationship with the company and receive a commission
                            if you decide to purchase based on our recommendation. Always do your own due diligence
                            before making any purchases, and avoid purchasing products without a clearly stated
                            guarantee.

                    

                

            


        


    
        
            
        
    


    
    

    









